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Brera 

"Italian Affair"

Brera is the place to be when you're looking to tease your taste-buds with

some scintillating Italian food. Always filled with smiling faces and a lively

atmosphere, this place is perfect for a laid-back meal on a busy day.

Specialists in Italian cuisine, it features a scrumptious variety of classic

favorites as well as modern, regional delicacies. From their delectable

pizzas and pastas, to the panini and risotto, everything on the menu packs

a hefty dose of flavor that leaves a mark on your palate.

 +82 2 2236 0770  www.brera.kr/  295 Dongho-ro, Seoul
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Bukchon Sonmandu 

"Eat Like a Local"

Bukchon Sonmandu is one of the best places in town, where you can

savor a handful of scrumptious local delicacies. A cozy little restaurant in a

busy neighborhood, this place is perfect for a quick yet delectable bite,

while touring the city. Prepared using age-old recipes, and local

ingredients, the food served here is infused with the city's vibrant culture,

that amplifies the overall experience. Do not miss out on their signature

mandu, dumplings and soups, while the kimchi and broth are also good

options.

 +82 2 732 1238  42-5 Insadong-gil, Seoul
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Brick Oven New York Pizza 

"Classic American-Style Pizzeria"

When it comes to pizzas, few other places in the neighborhood can match

what Brick Oven New York Pizza has to offer. Everything about this place,

from its decor, to its menu, is designed to replicate an old-school New

York pizzeria. Using a combination of fresh ingredients, traditional

techniques and the famous brick oven, this restaurant consistently

manages to dish out pizzas that are packed with flavor. Not-to-be-missed

are the signature bbq, new yorker and marinara pizzas, that are certain to

have you coming back for more.

 +82 2 508 1325  617-4 Yeoksam-dong, Seoul
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Norang Cafe 

"Arty Cafe"

a unique blend between an art gallery and a coffeehouse, Norang Cafe is

a great place for a steaming sup of coffee, with a side of some fun. Unlike

traditional coffeehouses, the layout here is more like a library, than an

eatery. With walls donned with paintings and several book-racks

containing art and craft books, this cafe also doubles up as an art

workshop. Kids are free to pick a book of their choice and fill it up with
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their creativity, or even draw, paint and craft, while their enjoy a hearty

cup of coffee and a light snack.

 +82 2 537 9607  norangcafeseocho@gmail.com  161 Dogok-dong, Seoul
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